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pen a can of Pepsi or Tsingtao Beer and you’re likely to be
sharing the moment with Ferrum. For 100 years, the Swiss
manufacturer has been creating can seamers for the beverage, food and can making industry, achieving global reputation
pre-eminence and market dominance.
Carlsberg and Coca Cola are among other major brand end-users.
And of ten can seamer projects, seven to eight come to Ferrum, said
CEO Ernst Werthmueller. “Outside the US, we are number one in
the world.”
With performance requirements in the beverage industry everrising, Ferrum offers a wide range of aluminium and steel can
seamers in the low, medium and high-speed range. And from soups
to beans and sauerkraut to chilli, Ferrum can seamers are meeting
the special needs of the food industry.
Ferrum can seamers have the highest availability and quality,
with fast changeover times and a long service life.
“We do not make cans; we provide the machine that installs the
lid on the can,” explained Mr Werthmueller. “We go up to 2,500
cans per minute – nobody else in the world can do this.”

Canning plus
CEO, Vice Chairman and
Delegate of the Board of
Directors, Ernst Werthmueller

Almost a century after creating the first hand-operated machine,
Ferrum is the world’s leading can seamer producer for the beverage
and food sectors. “We go up to 2,500 cans per minute - nobody else
in the world can do this,” said CEO, Vice Chairman and Delegate of
the Board of Directors, Ernst Werthmueller. Report from Colin Chinery.
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Canning aside, Ferrum brings together three other divisions under a
single roof; Centrifuge Technology, Foundry (where qualified specialists develop complex castings), and Production (precision drilling,
turning, milling, grinding and welding).
With 500 employed across offices in Rupperswil and Schafisheim
in Switzerland, Houston and Havre de Grace in the USA, Mumbai
and Ambernath in India, and Kunshan in China, Ferrum has a
€150 million-plus turnover, indicating stable significant growth
and profitability.
The classical canning chain is short, fast and flawless. It starts
with the arrival of the semi-finished cans, moves to the content
filler section and finally on to the Ferrum seamer unit where any
oxygen is removed, the lid sealed on and the completed can ready
for distribution.
Ferrum
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“

I spoke to a client recently and
he told me they had needed just one
full service in ten years of operations.
With other companies this would
have to take several. Reliability, the
latest technology, outstanding speed
capabilities and the quality of our
service are key factors in our success

“

Ferrum machines lock up to 150,000 cans an hour, 24 hours
a day, with the highest safety and hygienic standards.
“The can seal has to be very tight with small tolerances and
each company has different cans with different sizes and shapes
and other variations,” said Mr Werthmueller before adding that in
a canning operation, components can spread across a floor space
the size of a soccer pitch. But at the crowning point the seamer
unit is small – “you can say the heart of the operation”– with
speed and dependability critical.
“With these machines running 24 hours seven days a week,
their reliability is absolutely important. You can imagine what
would happen if the equipment stood still, with deliveries piling
up and the warehouse soon totally full.

“This is the reason why we have more than 70 service technicians around the world in Europe, the USA, China, South East
Asia, Middle East and South America. Our worldwide distributors
ensure our clients’ machines run smoothly. This is true not only
for a can sealer from our current machine programme, but for all
Ferrum machines.
“I spoke to a client recently and he told me they had needed just
one full service in ten years of operations. With other companies
this would have to take several. Reliability, the latest technology,
outstanding speed capabilities and the quality of our service are
key factors in our success.”
As part of a 24 hour hotline, the Swiss-based spare parts sales
division provides a personal service, with worldwide availability
at the right time and place, and urgent orders ready for dispatch
within hours. Critical parts are also on standby at several
global locations.
Ferrum also offers technical training for individuals or groups
at its Schafisheim headquarters, at Havre de Grace and Kunshan,
or at a customer’s premises, tailored to needs.
Another market differentiator, noted Mr Werthmueller, is that
Ferrum components are made in-house.
Ferrum
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had not been serviced in ten years. But this was not possible, they
were told, since the machine was Swiss quality and built with Swiss
precision. So that’s the other side of the medal!”

Price competitive challenge
Less fanciful is the impact of Swiss high costs and wage levels.
“We have to be continually competitive, and this was especially
so when the Swiss franc became far stronger than the euro and
the US dollar,” noted Mr Werthmueller.
“My goal was to compensate, and through our Lean management
system and other methods, over the last three years we have improved
productivity by more than 30% and our prices have remained stable
even though we lost 20% on the currency.
“High productivity, efficiency, 100% on schedule and a zero failure
culture are essential. And they have to be worked on every day. You
are never at the end; always at the beginning.”
n
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In the mega line
Mr Werthmueller recently returned from Saudi Arabia where
PepsiCo will shortly be starting up its largest-ever drinks production plant, a 85,000 sq ft canning and bottling line at Jeddah in
which Ferrum can seamers are integral.
Saudi’s soft drink industry is the Middle East’s largest
by volume and value, the hot and arid climate making
rehydration a minute by minute pre-occupation. In this
alcohol-prohibited country of 24 million, Pepsi is king, with
a 87.5% market share.
“This is the biggest mega plant in the world, with 9,000 cans
filled every minute,” said Mr Werthmueller. “When I was there,
the temperature was over 40°C and humidity in some places as
high as 90%.”

At the core of Ferrum, said the CEO, is a culture of workforce
involvement and continuous innovation.
“To be innovative is also to question existing processes and to
rethink them. Existing production processes are restructured
according to the Lean philosophy and actively implemented, while
lifecycle management also takes a new look at the life cycle of products. Our motto is ‘Let’s show what we can do!’”
Is the corporate Swiss passport a gold star partner in success?
“Yes, the Swiss reputation for quality clearly helps, and people
trust us,” answered Mr Werthmueller. “But on the other hand, the
funny thing is people believe that if it is Swiss, a machine can
never break down.
“We had a case in Russia with centrifuges when our people were
called out and they figured that the machine that had broken down

“

High productivity, efficiency,
100% on schedule and a zero
failure culture are essential.
And they have to be worked on
every day. You are never at the
end; always at the beginning

“

“Should there be a machine crash, we will have the necessary
part in stock or we are positioned to produce it in relatively short
time. This is another of our assets and a further reason why customers trust us.”
Ferrum in general does not deal directly with Pepsi or Coke type
end-users for new installations; it mainly works with the canning
line installation OEMs.
“There are three major ones in the world, and these guys
don’t really like the fact that we have such a dominating position,” admitted Mr Werthmueller. “We are all friendly together,
but of course they want to see there is some competition.
And while we have competition – especially in the US where
it is stronger – in the rest of the world, we are clearly the
number one.”
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